Oxygen Management Corporation

“WE BREATHE LIFE INTO INDUSTRIES”

For over four decades Oxygen Management Corporation a stealth Fortune 500 marketing consulting firm has been instrumental in the creation and development of Multi-Trillion Dollar Tertiary Industry Sectors revolutionizing whole Industries. Oxygen has received credit for these Industries.

Products and effects are listed below for your inspection;

Oxygen’s Record of Created, Developed and Revolutionized Tertiary Industry Sectors.

The Telephone Interconnect Industry
  “Goodbye Ma Bell”

The Telemarketing Industry
  Accurately, predicted the 1981 U.S. Recession.

Revolutionized the Advertising Industry
  Direct Response Advertising,
  “The Death Knell of Image Only Advertising”
  Revolutionized the Publishing Industry

Revolutionized the List Industry
  The Extended Automobile Warranty Programs
  Accurately predicted;
  The 1987 U.S. Market Crash

The Business Opportunity Industry
  Revolutionized the Information

Technology Industry
  Revolutionized the Life Insurance Industry

Revolutionized the Investment Brokerage Industry
  Accurately, predicted the 1991 U.S. Recession

The Television Infomercial Industry
  Accurately predicted the 2000 U.S. Market Crash

The Commercialization of the Internet
  Hill, Ford and Roubini accurately predicted and thus strongly mitigated for their clientele:
  “Goodbye to Duplicitous Wall Street Firms and International Banks”

Current Focus: Profitable Government Paradigms

Mr. Hill has the innate ability to read the forces shaping the times in which we live and seizing the resulting opportunities. He possesses an acute sensitivity to the social, political, economic, and technologic contexts that define our times. His success at sensing opportunities and capitalizing on them has a dual effect;

“Just As the Times Profoundly Influence These Industries, These Industries in Turn, Profoundly Influence Our Times.”

Partial Client Listing


Boston   Nantucket Island   Lake Winnipesaukee   Hilton Head Island   Palm Beach

Oxygencorp@live.com
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All Media exposure has been absolutely restricted to Charities, Lifestyles and Sporting events only. At no time have we ever discussed to any third party our clients business nor shall we ever!” GH

Gary Hill Oxygen’s Chairman and CEO

**Fees:** Annual retainer/retention. Per Each Corporate Entity A Retainer of Four Million Dollars ($4,000,000) U.S. Two (2%) Percent of the Improved Gross Perpetually or Until Oxygen’s Product is Discontinued in its Entirety, of Any Incorporation, Installation or Use of Proprietary Ideas, Strategies, Intellectual Properties, Intangible, Tangible Hard Assets, Trade Secrets or Product Knowledge Of Oxygen Management Corporation. The Implementation of Any Oxygen Management Corporation’s Original Designated Revenue Vehicles, Oxygen Management Corporation is Paid, Five (5%) Percent Monthly of the Gross Perpetually or Until Oxygen’s Product is Discontinued in its Entirety.

Oxygen Management Corporation and hence all its subsidiaries herewith maintains the absolute right to refuse any project.

“Demonstrating At All Times, Vigilance, ‘Stealth’ and Integrity”